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Introduction

DRIVING CLOUD
ACCELERATION
Ramkumar Balakrishnan, MENA Partner Sales Lead in Amazon
Web Services (AWS), highlights key milestones and delves into
how AWS Partners can optimize on market prospects and
deliver innovative customer experiences by leveraging the
company’s expansive solutions portfolio.
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Ramkumar B., AWS

The AWS Middle East Region in the UAE will be operational
later this year. The new AWS Region will consist of three
Availability Zones, giving regional customers more choice
and flexibility to leverage advanced cloud technologies.
Organizations will be able to run workloads and store data
locally while serving end users with even lower latency.
The upcoming AWS Middle East (UAE) Region brings
great opportunities for organizations in the Middle East to
accelerate cloud adoption.

W

e are thrilled to
present the second
edition
of
AWS
Channel Guide for
the
Middle
East
and North Africa (MENA) markets.
The guide spotlights some of the
stellar performances showcased
by our AWS Partner Network (APN)
community across the region. Our
partners are playing an instrumental
role in helping businesses from
all sectors to maximize their AWS
investments and leverage the full
extent of our solutions suite.
AWS Milestones
AWS continues to grow at a fast
pace, and our partner ecosystem
is an important part of our growth
story. As businesses are back in full

swing with 100 percent operating
capacity, trends that emerged
during the pandemic continue to
be relevant and shape the future.
Customers
want
to
escalate
innovations on cloud and explore
hybrid and multi-cloud projects.
A recent Gartner research reveals
that enterprise IT spending on
public cloud computing will surpass
spending on traditional IT in 2025.
The research firm also highlights
that end-user spending on public
cloud in MENA alone will total $5.8
billion this year, growing 18.8% from
2021. The indisputable benefits
that a cloud-first strategy brings to
businesses are pushing IT leaders to
be more mindful in their choice of
cloud providers to achieve desired
technology outcomes.
POWERED BY
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Introduction

• Define their APN Partner journey
based on their business focus area and
capabilities and make the most of their
investments.
• Increase visibility to AWS field team and
AWS customers and take advantage of
sales opportunities.
• Save time and money and get the
tools and resources they need to reach
customers and respond quickly to
market demands.
These are just some of the diverse
benefits our APN community can
leverage through AWS.

To connect
with an
AWS Partner,
know more

AWS is strongly positioned to cater
to this accelerated growth and
provide pioneering offerings that
can turbocharge customers’ digital
transformation agendas. 2022 has
already been exceptional for us. In Q2
of this year, AWS has recorded $18.4
billion in revenues, which is a 37% plus
in year-on-year growth with a $71
billion revenue run rate. AWS offers
over 200 fully featured services including compute, storage, databases,
networking, analytics, machine learning
and artificial intelligence (AI), Internet
of Things (IoT), mobile, security, hybrid,
virtual and augmented reality (VR
and AR) – from data centers globally.
Boasting millions of active customers
every month, AWS has 81 Availability
Zones across 25 geographic regions.
We have plans to launch 27 more
Availability Zones and 9 more AWS
Regions in Australia, Canada, India,
Indonesia, Israel, New Zealand, Spain,
Switzerland, and United Arab Emirates.
Partner Momentum
It is truly exciting to see that our partners
are also growing as fast as AWS. And
the opportunity for them with AWS
continues to expand. Currently, APN
has more than 100,000 partners from
over 150 countries, with almost 70%
headquartered outside of the United
States. This number continues to grow
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with 50 plus partners joining the APN
every day. We have seen hundreds
of thousands of opportunities with
partners totaling billions of dollars. This
has been largely driven by strong growth
in opportunities shared with partners,
growing to twice what they were
last year. At AWS, we are focused on
ensuring partners have all the resources
to continuously scale their businesses.
To access the growth and market
opportunities, AWS helps partners to
• Deliver more innovation with the
constantly evolving portfolio of AWS
technology and services
• Access free and reduced cost training
and get their teams certified on AWS
• Market their business and participate
in exclusive events such as re:Invent,
re:Mars, or re:Inforce, or promote
and sell their solutions through AWS
Marketplace, our digital catalogue for
AWS customers.
• Highlight their expertise with APN
Programs and differentiate their business
practice.

Sell and Grow with Distributors
We are proud of our elite distributor
network for continuously supporting
partners in reselling AWS services. AWS
distributors go above and beyond by
providing bespoke consultation, presales, post-sales, and marketing services
for those partners who might require
go-to-market support. They also help
partners meet APN requirements and
leverage all program benefits effectively;
and deliver a wide range of enablement
resources to build partners’ AWS expertise.
They are equipped to empower partners
to focus on services and solutions by
managing billing and operations and
offer technical expertise. This includes
supporting AWS partners with migrations,
managed services, cloud optimization,
and so on. Partners can reach out to our
regional distributor Redington Value to
help build a practice around AWS and
capitalize on market opportunities.
Cloud Acceleration
With over a million active customers and

a global cloud presence, AWS and our
partners have unrivalled experience in
helping organizations of all sizes migrate
workloads to the cloud. Customers can
migrate any workload – applications,
websites, databases, storage, physical
or virtual servers – and even entire
data centers from an on-premises
environment, hosting facility, or other
public cloud to AWS.
We are excited to introduce AWS Middle
East Region in the UAE soon. The

new cloud infrastructure region will be
operational later this year. The new AWS
Region will consist of three Availability
Zones, giving regional customers more
choice and flexibility to leverage advanced
cloud technologies. Organizations will
be able to run workloads and store data
locally while serving end users with even
lower latency. The new AWS Region
brings vast opportunities for organizations
in the Middle East to accelerate cloud
adoption and we are excited to be able
to support them in this journey. The

upcoming AWS Middle East (UAE) Region
will become AWS’s second Region in
the Middle East with the existing AWS
Region in Bahrain. This launch is a further
testament to our commitment to MENA
and how the region is a significant part
of our global business. Together with our
partners, regional customers can rely on
and leverage AWS’s years of experience
to build their organizational, operational,
and technical capabilities, so that they
can gain business benefits faster and
realize digital goals seamlessly.

AWS PARTNER PATHS

To join AWS
Partner
Network,
know more

The growing breadth and depth
of AWS services, as well as the
evolving capabilities and business
models of our partners, have led
us to introduce Partner Paths. It is
a curated experience for partners
to navigate resources, programs,
and benefits based on their specific
types of customer offerings. The
new simplified experience allows
partners to easily navigate through
the carefully chosen resources,
benefits, and programs aligned to
their customer offerings. The three
primary benefits to the partners are:

• Simplifies the engagement model for
partners so that they can engage with
AWS in all the ways that align to what
they offer to their customers.
• Expands partners’s access to
APN benefits and enablement by
encouraging them to join multiple paths
and maximize their AWS engagement.
• Increases partner self-serve access
to programs and financial benefits
through the experience enhancements
with Partner Central and Navigate
to reduce dependency on Partners
Development Managers.

runs on or is integrated with AWS and
want to be recognized and engaged.

The Partner Paths
announced are:

Training Path – for organizations that
today or in the future want to sell,
deliver or incorporate AWS training.

we

have

Software Path – This is a new name for
the ISV Partner Path that was launched
in January 2021. This Path is for those
organizations that have software that

Hardware Path – This is for those
organizations that have hardware
devices that work on AWS.
Services Path – This encompasses
what we know today as Consulting
Partners. Organizations that deliver
consulting, professional, managed or
resale services will find the resources,
programs and benefits they need in the
Services Path.

Distribution Path – this is an invite only
Path to help Authorized Distributors
engage faster with AWS.
POWERED BY
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Inawisdom

DATA DRIVEN
PERSONALIZATION
Robin Meehan, MD, Inawisdom, discusses how Audi
Volkswagen Middle East adopted artificial intelligence to
drive hyper-personalization in its after sales process, to
enable improved customer loyalty and retention.

ABOUT THE CUSTOMER

AUDI VOLKSWAGEN
MIDDLE EAST (AVME)

INDUSTRY

AUTOMOTIVE
Audi Volkswagen Middle
East (AVME) — part of the
Volkswagen Group — is
one of the world’s leading
automobile manufacturers.
Its MENA subsidiary is based
in Dubai and serves markets
across the Middle East,
namely the UAE, Oman,
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain,
Qatar, Jordan, and Lebanon.

A

udi Volkswagen Middle
East (AVME) — part of
the Volkswagen Group
sought to enhance its
retention and after sales
process using Artificial Intelligence
(AI) and Machine Learning (ML).
The MENA subsidiary is based in
Dubai and serves markets across the
Middle East, including UAE, Oman,
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar,
Jordan and Lebanon.
As part of AVME’s goal to uncover key
insights to further drive an improved
customer service and additional
turnover, the team engaged AI
and Machine Learning specialists,
Inawisdom, to deliver the cuttingedge technology required.
Inawisdom prides itself on enabling
customers to rapidly discover and
deliver
business
differentiation
from their data assets to drive true
value. Inawisdom is an Amazon Web
Services (AWS) Premier Consulting
Partner and Machine Learning Global
Launch Competency Partner, serving
global businesses in a broad range of
industries, across UK and EMEA.

Robin Meehan
Inawisdom

Using our extensive
expertise, the team
was able to train ML
models to better
understand and
accurately predict
the wear of parts,
service due dates and
customer mileage.”
Following an initial consultation,
Inawisdom set to work on rapidly
creating a secure analytics platform
on AWS, ingesting a large amount
of historical data on vehicle usage,
service history, parts, and labor.

CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS
To innovate its current
data insights to add
business value
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To implement artificial
intelligence to enhance
personalization

To generate additional
turnover through an
improved after sales process

“Using our extensive expertise,
the team was able to train ML
models on mileage and brake data,
specifically building the algorithms to
compensate for COVID-19 impacts,
to better understand and accurately
predict the wear of parts, service
due dates and customer mileage,”
explained
Robin
Meehan,
MD,
Inawisdom. “The delivery of Machine
Learning excellence also included the
design and execution of an A/B testing
strategy to evaluate the effectiveness
of marketing and predictions.”
The trained and productionized ML
models produced an 80% accuracy
score,
successfully
calculating
customer behavioral measures for
up-sell propensity, price sensitivity
and loyalty. Through designing a
scalable, deep learning environment,
Inawisdom has now empowered the
AVME team to continually optimize
predictions based on new service data.
As part of the engagement,
Inawisdom also deployed its Rapid
Analytics and Machine Learning
Platform (RAMP) accelerator on
AWS, leveraging Amazon Redshift
and Sagemaker. “RAMP enables us

to rapidly deploy a flexible, safe and
secure data discovery environment,”
said
Meehan.
“We
tailor
an
outcome-oriented RAMP instance
to a customer’s initial need, and as
our Discovery process continues, we
can rapidly reconfigure the platform
to provide a production ready,
enterprise-scale service without
lengthy rebuild and reconfiguration
– even when the end solution is quite
different from initial expectations.”

GET IN TOUCH AT

+44 (0) 208 133 8349
or email us at
info@inawisdom.com
Know more:

Website: www.inawisdom.com
Following the partnership, AVME
is now able to look at a hyperpersonalized approach for their
customers to increase their aftersales retention and improve their
service offering. In the first instance
this will be deployed across 4
territories, with plans to expand
across the other regions.
Among the key benefits as a result of
the partnership, converting existing
data into true business value has
been a highlight for the AVME team.
“Inawisdom’s depth of knowledge of
AWS and the team’s expertise in AI
and Machine Learning has allowed
AVME to enhance our customer
understanding, and improve our

retention and after sales process,”
said Egemen Adiyaman, Group AfterSales Director, AVME. “The team
understood our goals and AVME’s
customer centric strategy, then
leveraged the data we already held to
increase our business value. It’s been a
very successful collaboration, proving
the real power of Machine Learning.”
The AVME team are now able
to create data-driven marketing
campaigns that help drive retention
and loyalty and also have the ability
to provide proactive service offerings
to customers.

ABOUT INAWISDOM
Inawisdom is a leading specialist in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML).
They enable customers to rapidly discover and deliver business differentiation from their data
assets to drive true value. Their Rapid Analytics and Machine Learning Platform (RAMP), built
on AWS, enables customers to extremely quickly ingest and apply analytics/ML services in a
secure, reliable and scalable environment.
Inawisdom is an Amazon Web Services (AWS) Premier Consulting Partner and Machine Learning Global Launch
Competency Partner, serving global businesses in a broad range of industries across EMEA.

BUSINESS VALUE
Improved retention
and after sales process

Enabled proactive
service offering through
prediction of vehicle use

Implemented data-driven
marketing campaigns, to
deliver the right message at
the right time to customers

POWERED BY
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Zero&One

CLOUD TALKS
Ali El Kontar, CEO, Zero&One, discusses how telecommunications
solutions provider, Monty Mobile, upgraded its technology
systems to become a cloud-first organization, in addition to
reducing onboarding times for customers, increasing revenue and
innovating to launch new products.

ABOUT THE CUSTOMER

MONTY MOBILE

M

onty Mobile needed to
upgrade to a cloudbased
technology
to build and deliver
the
performance,
products, and services its customers
demanded, and to compete with
younger, cloud-native businesses.
UK-headquartered Monty Mobile is a
global telecommunication company
offering innovative technology and
communication solutions.

INDUSTRY

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Founded
in
1998,
UKheadquartered Monty Mobile
is a global telecommunication
company offering innovative
technology and communication
solutions. Monty Mobile works
closely with worldwide mobile
operators, aggregators, and
enterprises to facilitate the
international flow of voice and
SMS services across global
markets.

As a global telecommunication
company
offering
innovative
technology
and
communication
solutions, the company works closely
with worldwide mobile operators,
aggregators, and enterprises to
facilitate the international flow of voice
and SMS services across global markets.
The company needed to change its
outdated technology to deliver on
its vision and plans for new products.
The first point of call was to upgrade
its technology stack – originally set up
in the 1990s, which had been added to
and altered over the years.
The solution was to use Amazon Web
Services (AWS) and work with AWS
Premier Consulting Partner Zero&One
to help Monty Mobile’s leadership
embrace digital transformation and

Ali El Kontar
Zero&One

Working with Zero&One
and using AWS has
enabled Monty
Mobile to reimagine
and modernize its
business processes and
technology systems.”
achieve benefits with new cloudbased technology.
“Before using AWS, Monty Mobile
operated co-located sites in the UK and
Germany, where the company hosted
its SMS and other value-added services
on its own hardware,” explained Ali El
Kontar, CEO, Zero&One. “Due to its
legacy systems and setup, parts of the
business were becoming complicated
and time-consuming to manage,
which was eroding profitability.”

CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS
To become
a cloud-first
organization
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To reduce
administrative,
capital expenditure

To roll out new
products to
accommodate
market demands

To ensure
continuity of
services to
customers

For example, when it came to selling its
software-as-a-service (SaaS) offering,
Monty Mobile had to order hardware
through a separate procurement
process for each customer, wait
for delivery, and then configure – a
process that typically took two months.
Early discussions after the project kickoff focused on the network, hybrid
model, and landing zone, with parallel
streams of work around planning
and troubleshooting – for example,
bottlenecks between the firewalls,
routers, and the data center.
“We conducted a cost-benefit analysis
and presented it to Monty Mobile’s
leadership to support the strategy of
migrating to the cloud,” said El Kontar.
“The plan took the careful, methodical
approach that Monty Mobile favors for
such programs.”
Zero&One helped Monty Mobile feel
comfortable with the plan to migrate
to AWS by providing a vision and
meticulous preparation. This enabled
the telecommunications provider to
transform and innovate while ensuring
the continuity of its existing services.
The company went from an onpremises, legacy IT estate to a cloudnative business using services including
Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service
(Amazon EKS), a managed container

service, and Amazon Relational
Database Service (Amazon RDS) for
PostgreSQL, which enables companies
to easily set up, operate, and scale a
relational database in the cloud.
In the process of migrating to AWS,
Monty Mobile was also able to
significantly improve one of its main
services. B-Pal, a multi-tenant short
message service (SMS) gateway, was
previously based on on-premises
servers. Onboarding new customers
was
an
administrative,
capital
expenditure, and procurement burden,
meaning Monty Mobile had to plan,
buy, and install servers, and customers
had to wait before they could run their
own businesses.
Using the old system, it took the team
eight hours to provision the service
for new customers - creating virtual
machines, installing operating systems
and apps, provisioning networking and
firewalls. Since migrating to AWS, this
process has been reduced to 1 hour, and
the team is now able to demonstrate the
service to potential customers through
proof-of-concept models.
“With the new AWS setup in place,
Monty Mobile’s B-Pal revenues
increased by 40–45 percent in an
eight-month period,” said El Kontar.
“The new setup has also driven

GET IN TOUCH AT

+971 4 568 6738
or email us at
innovate@zeroandone.ae
Know more:

Website: www.zeroandone.ae

innovation for the company – for
example, introducing video streaming
that categorizes URLs in relation to
parental controls.”
In addition to the migration, the
engagement enabled Monty Mobile
to make improvements to its own
systems, reduced onboarding times
for customers, increased revenue for a
number of its services, and innovated
to launch new ones. “Since our initial
engagement began, Monty Mobile
has launched more than 20 products,
and services have never paused for
its customers,” said El Kontar. “During
this time, working with Zero&One and
using AWS has enabled the company to
reimagine and modernize its business
processes and technology systems.”

ABOUT ZERO&ONE
ZERO&ONE is a leading AWS partner in the region, holding the prestigious Premier Consulting Partner
status within the Amazon Partner Network. With multiple accreditations and technical validation
programs to its name, the company not only extends its expertise to customers, but acts as their
Trusted Advisor. Zero&One’s entire team is AWS certified and has helped more than 40 customers in
the MENA region accelerate their digital transformation and cloud adoption journey.

BUSINESS VALUE
Increased
revenue
for several
services

Reduced
onboarding
time for
customers

Enabled the company
to compete with
younger, cloudnative businesses

Improved security
and extended
availability of
services

POWERED BY
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Bespin Global MEA

SHIFTING
GEARS
ABOUT THE CUSTOMER

DUBICARS.COM

Mouteih Chaghlil, CEO, Bespin Global MEA, discusses how
the team embarked on building a robust, secure and costeffective platform for a leading online marketplace for
buying and selling cars in the UAE.

A

INDUSTRY

ONLINE CAR MARKETPLACE
Established in 2014 and relaunched
in 2018, Dubicars.com is a leading
online car market for buyers and
sellers across the UAE, and among
the largest generators of export
demand for the region. Being
the only independently owned
marketplace in the UAE, and solely
focused on cars, Dubicars.com is in
a unique position. As the company
does not sell its own products that
compete with dealers, or have
to satisfy contradicted interests,
Dubicars.com strives to remain
transparent and share data and
valuable insights with the industry.
With 470+ showrooms active
across the web and mobile apps and
attracting more than three million
searches per month, Dubicars.com
has unparalleled reach within the
export market. By enabling access
to real-time data from real buyers
and sellers, combined with cuttingedge technology and strong dealer
partnerships, Dubicars.com is in
a leading position to transform
the market.

large online marketplace
for buying and selling
cars in the UAE sought to
upgrade its infrastructure
to ensure the availability of
a fast, reliable, and scalable platform. With
tens of thousands of local car dealers and
private sellers using its platform each
month, Dubicars.com set out to optimize
its huge investments in its infrastructure
since the company was first established
back in 2014. Through developing a
robust, scalable, and secure platform
and DevOps methodology, the goal was
to empower innovation and enable the
business to scale at speed.
Though the company had experienced
significant growth in the last few years, it
wasn’t without its challenges. Investments
in technology to support growth were
very high, and Dubicars.com needed a
better way to optimize and manage costs.
Secondly, the company opted to move
its development team from the UAE to
Pakistan, and therefore needed a robust,
scalable and secure process to ensure the
team’s agility was not hampered. Finally,
since the company captures confidential
consumer data, it needed to ensure the
information was as secure as possible.
The Dubicars.com team opted to
discuss the company’s challenges with
Bespin Global MEA, a leading provider of
automated cloud solutions and consulting

Mouteih Chaghlil
Bespin Global MEA

We performed an AWS
Well-Architected review,
which provides a consistent
approach for evaluating and
building resilient, secure, and
efficient high-performing
infrastructures for
applications and workloads.”
services. Dubicars.com’s CEO Craig
Stevens explained that he was looking for
experienced consultants who understood
his business and pain points and could
help navigate and share his journey.
It didn’t take long for the Bespin
Global MEA team to take action, with
optimization of performance and costs
across Dubicars.com’s websites - which
were being run on Amazon Web Services
(AWS) - being the first point of call. “As an
AWS Premier Partner, we have extensive
experience and expertise in leveraging

CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS
To increase cost optimization
while innovating and
scaling the business
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To ensure CI/CD between
remote teams to automate
the software release process

To protect
confidential
client data

Craig Stevens
CEO, Dubicars.com

Our ability to take new
innovative products to
market quickly has improved
tenfold since we’ve been
working with Bespin.”
AWS capabilities to optimize performance
and manage costs,” said Mouteih Chaghlil,
CEO, Bespin Global MEA. “To address this,
we migrated Dubicars.com’s workloads
into cross-functional micro-services
using Docker containers on AWS Fargate.
Abstracting complex cluster setup and
management, AWS Fargate automatically
scales as you grow.”
To enable CI/CD between Dubicars.
com’s remote teams in Pakistan,
Bespin created and implemented a
comprehensive
roadmap
including
DevOps methodologies, processes,
and tools. “Moving our development
team from the UAE to Pakistan was a
risky decision, but the new architecture
that Bespin designed has given us the
confidence we needed,” said Stevens.
After identifying a few gaps in Dubicars.
com’s security architecture, Bespin set
out to implement several AWS tools to
protect its infrastructure. “We performed
an AWS Well-Architected review,
which provides a consistent approach
for evaluating and building resilient,

secure, and efficient high-performing
infrastructures for applications and
workloads,” said Chaghlil. “The value of
the Well-Architected review is that it’s all
about security. Security is number one.
We identified a lot of gaps and closely
worked with Dubicars.com’s team to
resolve them.”
Bespin also took advantage of the
capabilities of Amazon GuardDuty,
AWS Security Hub, and Amazon
Inspector. Fully integrated, these tools
monitor, troubleshoot, and protect the
web application against web exploits
impacting availability, security, and
resource consumption.
Since working together, the Dubicars.
com team has benefitted from many new
and improved capabilities. “Bespin Global
did an amazing job of understanding the
specific nuances of our business and
pinpointing particular areas where we
could leverage technology to realize our
goals,” said Stevens.
Bespin’s highly skilled team quickly
designed, implemented, and tested the
architecture. The DevOps solution’s
automation capabilities ensure the
integrity of deployed code, eliminating
delays introduced by error-prone manual
processes. As a result, the implementation
of new features and functions has been
reduced from days to minutes, accelerating
time-to-value for both Dubicars.com
and its clients. In addition, the reliability,

GET IN TOUCH AT

800 OpsNow (677669)
or email us at
info@bespinglobal.ae
Know more:

Website: www.bespinglobal.ae

scalability, and security of Dubicars.com
has increased, with advanced controls put
in place to monitor and manage resource
utilization and costs.
“Our ability to take new innovative
products to market quickly has improved
tenfold since we’ve been working with
Bespin. The main reason is we don’t
have to worry about infrastructure,” said
Stevens. “These guys are the experts. We
just focus on innovation and product. It’s
been a great partnership for us.”
“The beauty of Dubicars.com is that
they’re a cloud-native business,” said
Chaghlil. “They were born in the cloud.
They’ve been using the cloud since day
one. They’re really agile and nimble in the
way they conceptualize and introduce
products. It’s been a great experience
working with Dubicars.com - a truly
digitally native business.”

ABOUT BESPIN GLOBAL MEA
An AWS Advance Consulting Partner, BESPIN GLOBAL MEA (Middle East and Africa) is a leading
provider of automated cloud solutions and consulting services including cloud strategy, migration,
implementation, DevOps, and Big Data. Recognized as a “Leader” in Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for
Public Cloud Infrastructure Professional and Managed Services, Worldwide since 2016, and as a “Niche Player” in Gartner’s
2021 Magic Quadrant for IT transformation Services, Bespin offers the industry’s most automated, end-to-end cloud
management platform. Bespin’s in house solution, OpsNow enables customers to consolidate, visualize, and manage
distributed, multi-cloud assets within a single solution, optimizing resources and reducing cost by 30% or more.

BUSINESS VALUE
Accelerated time-tomarket for innovative
new products - reduced
from days to minutes

Increased
availability and
performance
of platform

Automated
real-world
unit, security
and stress tests

Optimized
efficiencies and
reduced TCO with
dynamic scaling

POWERED BY
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Citrus Consulting Services

LAYING THE
FOUNDATION FOR
BUSINESS GROWTH
Dan Sithambaram, Director, MEA Business and Operations,
Citrus Consulting Services, discusses how specialized
customer data and marketing platform, Datanuum, sought
to meet the challenge of their growing clients’ data needs
by leveraging next-gen infrastructure services to automate
scalability with minimum intervention.
ABOUT THE CUSTOMER

DATANUUM

INDUSTRY

DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
Datanuum is a specialized
Customer Data and Marketing
Platform (CDMP), designed
for specific segments (Retail,
Hospitality,
Specialized
Healthcare), with out-of-thebox data-driven marketing
capabilities
needed
to
activate first-party data and
deliver exceptional customer
experiences in a simple and
cost-effective manner.
The CDMP solution enables
B2C businesses to connect,
unify, and unlock their
customer data potential in
order to start optimizing their
customer engagement and
marketing budget, ensuring a
hyper-personalized customer
experience across all channels.

D

atanuum, a specialized
customer
data
and
marketing platform (CDMP)
operating in the retail,
hospitality and specialized
healthcare space, needed to activate
first-party data and deliver exceptional
customer experiences in a simple and
cost-effective manner.
To help its clients drive the greatest
revenue per transaction, increase
customer lifetime value, and improve
loyalty, Datanuum collects data in real
time and analyzes consumer behavior
and provides insights on the fly so that
the company’s clients can communicate
with their customers in a timely and
relevant manner through automation.
For Datanuum to be successful, it must
deliver those insights in real time, while
ensuring robust security of consumer
behavior data.
“We needed a solution that would be
cost-effective and flexible, ensuring that
our system can scale up on demand to
meet our clients’ seasonal traffic and to
scale down when their traffic goes down
to be cost efficient,” said Datanuum’s
CTO Mustafa Sadek. The company also
needed a solution that would provide

Dan Sithambaram
Citrus Consulting

Serverless technologies
eliminate infrastructure
management tasks, so the
customer can focus on
building capabilities that
serve their customers.”
low latency and high availability to a
worldwide audience.
Seeking a partner to drive forward
its growth, Datanuum opted to work
with Citrus Consulting Services based
on the company’s prior experience in
similar scenarios for customers across
the UAE and KSA. Citrus prides itself
on comprising a team of technologists
and problem solvers whose core
competencies are around emerging

CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS
To improve
the time
to market
for feature
releases
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To implement a
scalable infrastructure
that can keep up
with the feature
deployments

To place the
code knowledge
repository into
a centralized
location

To leverage nextgen infrastructure
services to
automate scalability
with minimum
intervention

technologies. As Advanced Consulting
Partner for Amazon Web Services
(AWS), the company boasts end-toend solutions on the AWS Cloud –
from strategy and design to migration
and operations.
“One of the customer’s core focus areas
when working with us was to ensure that
the application is decoupled, thereby
enabling agile feature deployments
and minimizing manual intervention, as
well as enhancing scalability for both
application and infrastructure,” said Dan
Sithambaram, Director, MEA Business
and Operations, Citrus Consulting.
Once Datanuum approved the strategy
recommended by Citrus for scalability
and availability, Citrus pushed ahead
with enabling auto scaling for all
individual application components and
features. “We positioned Serverless
Stack, including AWS Fargate with AWS
CodeDeploy and AWS CodeCommit,
as the go-to technology on the
infrastructure side,” said Sithambaram.
“AWS offers technologies for running
code, managing data, and integrating
applications - all without managing
servers.
Serverless
technologies
feature automatic scaling, built-in high
availability, and a pay-for-use billing
model to increase agility and optimize
costs. These technologies also eliminate
infrastructure management tasks like
capacity provisioning and patching, so
the customer can focus on building
capabilities that serve their customers.”
The migration from the traditional
monolithic application design to a

microservices
based
architecture
– incorporating key features of
autoscaling,
minimized
threat
exposure and serverless technologies
took approximately 28 days. Since
the implementation, Datanuum has
enjoyed a number of benefits as a result
of the project.
“Through the deployment of numerous
native
AWS
CI/CD
(continuous
integration and continuous delivery)
tools, the customer benefitted from
a faster time to detect and correct
production escapes, leading to a faster
rate of release, in addition to following a
simplified process for making small code
changes, leading to fewer unintended
consequences,” said Sithambaram
As a result of further innovative
solutions – such as the implementation
of Amazon CloudWatch – enabling
insights on infrastructure through
custom dashboards, and continuous
deployment solutions ensuring that
software delivery is efficient, resilient,
rapid and secure, Datanuum has
seen significant business value in
the partnership. “Some of the most
notable new features include the
Serverless Architecture, deployed
leveraging
AWS
Fargate
and
AWS Lambda amongst others, to
implement automated scalability, plus
the centralization of Datanuum’s code
repository through AWS CodeCommit
and GitHub,” added Sithambaram.
Following the deployment, Citrus
Consulting continues to serve the

GET IN TOUCH AT

+971 4 516 1500
or email us at
info@citrusconsulting.com
Know more:

Website:
www.citrusconsulting.com/amazonweb-services
customer through managing its
infrastructure on AWS. In addition, Citrus
is supporting the customer’s application
team with code and feature deployments
within the managed services model,
offering round-the-clock availability.
“Citrus team played a key role in
helping us move to a scalable and
more stable AWS infrastructure. They
worked closely with our team to
help us identify the code changes we
needed to do and patiently worked
with us to ensure a smooth transition
from our old infrastructure to the new
AWS one. We continue to rely on the
Citrus team to ensure we continue to
adopt the latest AWS technologies and
to maintain our growing infrastructure.
Our partnership with Citrus has
enabled to focus on what technology
to build next and to keep our clients
happy, without having to worry about
the readiness of our infrastructure,”
said Sadek, Datanuum’s CTO.

ABOUT CITRUS CONSULTING SERVICES
Citrus Consulting Services includes a team of technologists and problem solvers who live agile
methods every day, whose core competencies are around Emerging Technologies and industry
verticals that leverages these technologies. As Advanced Consulting Partners for AWS, the company
boasts end to end solutions on the AWS Cloud right from strategy, design to migration and operations.

BUSINESS VALUE
Adopted
a DevOps
methodology
using native
AWS tools

Deployed a serverless
architecture to
benefit from
automated scalability

Centralized the
code repository
through AWS
CodeCommit
and GitHub

Enhanced
security through
implementation
of controls as
highlighted by
ISO 27001
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Computer World

LEVEL UP

Cherian Abraham, General Manager, Computer World,
discusses how YBA Kanoo, a large MNC based in the
Middle East, transformed its business verticals and
optimized its overall costs and processes by integrating
AI and transitioning to a cloud-based RPA and DR.

ABOUT THE CUSTOMER

YBA KANOO

Y

BA
Kanoo,
a
large
multinational corporation
based in the Middle East, set
out to digitally transform its
business verticals. With an
extensive portfolio of complementary
business units and strategic partnerships
across a range of sectors throughout the
region, keeping pace with technological
demands and ensuring availability of
services was of paramount importance
to the company.

INDUSTRY

MULTI-SECTOR
YBA Kanoo is one of the largest
independent,
family-owned
multinational businesses in the
Middle East, with an extensive
portfolio of complementary
business units and strategic
partnerships across a range of
industry sectors. Established
in 1890 as a family trading
and shipping business in
the Kingdom of Bahrain, the
company has since evolved
into a diversified conglomerate
with a physical presence across
the Middle East, North Africa,
Europe and Asia.

To conduct such a large-scale project,
which when scoped out would
include implementing Robotic Process
Automation
(RPA)
to
streamline
processes, and disaster recovery (DR)
to ensure application availability, the
YBA Kanoo team wanted to work with a
partner that they could trust to get the job
done. Following a long and successful
business relationship, in addition to
the company’s strong capabilities and
credentials, the YBA Kanoo team opted
to kickstart the transformation project
with their systems integrator, Computer
World (CW).
CW prides itself on providing
comprehensive cloud infrastructure
and business productivity solutions
that help organizations in their digital
empowerment journey, quickly and
cost-effectively. Securing the partnership
with YBA Kanoo was also influenced by
the company’s status as an Amazon
Web Services (AWS) Advanced Service
partner with government competency

Cherian Abraham
Computer World

The AWS cloud platform
provides unmatched
availability, integrity,
performance and security
for business applications.”
and Migration Competency Review
(MCR) recognition in the Kingdom
of Bahrain and Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia. Added to this was the fact that
Computer World was also recognized
as AWS Public Sector Partner of the
Year 2021 for the Middle East & North
Africa (MENA) Region, making it the first
Bahraini company to be recognized at a
MENA level.
“When
we
first
started
this
transformation project with the
customer, it became very clear that the
team was grappling with manual use
cases within the business,” said Cherian
Abraham, General Manager, Computer
World. “Not only were these repetitive
in nature, but they required a sizeable
manual effort, too.”

CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS
To reduce manual
efforts across
business processes
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To better
optimize costs
and resources

To ensure business
continuity through
disaster recovery

To uphold
application
availability

solution because it has been proven
globally. In addition, the AWS cloud
platform provides unmatched availability,
integrity, performance, and security for
business applications.”

Tom O’Reilly
YBA Kanoo

To name but a few of these tasks,
the customer requirements included
automating its visa submission process
on grdfad site, in addition to automating
the submission of advanced personal
information on its NACI portal. This was
the driving force for the customer to
implement robotic process automation as
part of its digital transformation strategy.

The last customer requirement involved
a full design and build of a data platform
solution, based on AWS Data Lake
services and best practices. “Data Lake
on AWS automatically configures the
core AWS services necessary to easily
tag, search, share, transform, analyze,
and govern specific subsets of data
across a company or with other external
users,” explained Tom O’Reilly, CTO at
YBA Kanoo. “The platform will provide
many of the building blocks required to
help YBA Kanoo to implement a secure,
flexible, and cost-effective data lake.”

GET IN TOUCH AT
KINGDOM OF BAHRAIN

+973 3963 6889
or email us at
communique@cwbah.com
Know more:

Website:
www.cwbah.com
KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA

+966 50 364 0197
or email us at
communique@cworldintl.com

Implementation of the required solutions
– with AWS Key Management System,
AWS Control Tower and AWS CloudTrail
amongst the list – will take a total of
four months. “The use cases were
complex in nature,” said O’Reilly. “The
implementation has been successfully
demonstrated and the attention has
now turned to go-live plans, which are
currently in discussions.”

Know more:

“The RPA implementation involved the
integration of an OCR engine to enable
the team to scan and read the data from
a file,” explained Abraham. “This particular
aspect forms the core of the solution
and was both innovative and technically
challenging. Thanks to our team’s
expertise, we were able to efficiently
carry it out.”
Secondly, application availability posed
a challenge for the customer. “We
proposed to have DR on AWS to avoid
investment on infrastructure and data
center components,” said Abraham. “We
positioned VMware on AWS as the best

Since the partnership began on this
transformation project, the customer
has benefitted from several significant
cost
optimizations
and
savings.
Perhaps the most notable is seeing
a 70% cost reduction in setting up

its DR site in the cloud, compared to
setting up an on-premises DR site.
In addition, the customer will see a
greater than 99% service availability,
plus a performance improvement
of 30%.

Website:
www.cworldintl.com

ABOUT COMPUTER WORLD
Computer World (CW) is a digital transformation systems integrator, providing comprehensive cloud
infrastructure and business productivity solutions that help organizations in their digital empowerment
journey, quickly and cost-effectively. CW is an AWS Advanced Service partner with Government
Competency and Migration Competency Reviewed (MCR) recognition in the Kingdom of Bahrain and
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Other AWS accreditations and partnerships include Solution Provider Partner,
Well Architected Review, EC2 Windows Service Delivery Partner and Immersion Day Delivery Partner.
The company’s technical capabilities and expertise are based on data center transformation, while its DevOps expertise
brings speed, agility and automation to customers’ applications hosted on AWS.

BUSINESS VALUE
70% cost reduction
when compared to
setting up an onpremises DR site

Greater
than 99%
service
availability

Reduced
administrative
overheads
by 70%

Improved overall
application
performance
by 30%

POWERED BY
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Crayon

THE TASTE
OF SUCCESS
ABOUT THE CUSTOMER

KUDU FOOD AND
CATERING COMPANY

INDUSTRY

FOOD SERVICES
Kudu is a large fast-food chain in
Saudi Arabia. Established more
than 30 years ago, the company
has more than 300 branches
and more than 5,000 employees
across the Kingdom. Kudu
serves burgers and sandwiches
made with fresh, locally sourced
ingredients, which are popular
with Saudis.
With the implementation of
rigorous staff training and state
of the art management systems,
Kudu ensured consistently high
standards of quality, reliability,
and efficiency. Such continuous
adherence to standards has
been the reason Kudu has
successfully
received
both
the ISO: 22000:2005 and the
HACCP SQF 2000 internationally
renowned management systems
certificates.

Solutions provider Crayon’s Customer Success Manager
Tarek Allaham and Director for AWS Strategic Alliance Nicolas
Pampilli, discuss how Saudi-based food and catering firm
Kudu migrated its entire suite of applications and workloads to
Amazon Web Services to support the next phase of its growth.

T

hree decades ago, a group
of young Saudis established
Kudu with the vision to
transform dining experiences
in the Kingdom. By offering a
unique menu made with fresh and locally
sourced ingredients and providing the
highest quality of services to customers,
Kudu quickly became a household name in
the country’s food services sector.
Today, Kudu has 327 restaurants in the
country with more than 3,000 employees,
generating over $290.97 million in sales.
As its operations continue to expand, Kudu
embarked on its digital transformation
journey to support its growth. With no
signs of slowing down, the company
sought to augment its systems to be more
agile, reduce costs, enable innovation, and
accelerate its go-to-market strategy. In line
with this, the company decided to shift
its core applications and mission-critical
workloads from its on-premises data
center to a cloud platform. However, Kudu
didn’t want just any other cloud platform, it
wanted to migrate its Microsoft, Oracle and
other software technologies deployed onprem to Amazon Web Services (AWS).
After detailed conversations, AWS referred
the customer to Crayon – a leading global
software technology trusted advisor and
consulting services firm – for its data center
migration and modernization project. Over

Tarek Allaham
Crayon

As a solutions provider, we
made sure to take out the
complexities in the shift to
the AWS environment. At
the same time, we wanted
them to have full visibility and
knowledge of every stage of
the implementation so they can
also gain ample understanding
of how they can get the most
out of every solution.”
the years, Crayon has carved out a strong
reputation in the regional cloud services
market and houses deep competencies for
AWS’s entire suite of solutions.
Tarek Allaham, Customer Success
Manager, Crayon, said, “We performed
a proof-of-concept (PoC) to showcase
which AWS technologies would fit Kudu’s
requirements the most and provided them
with insights into how they can maximize
the benefits of each solution.”

CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS
To shift missioncritical applications
and workload to
the cloud
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To scale operations
to meet market
demands and expand
to new geographies

To reduce
capital
expenses

To accelerate
innovation
and GTM
strategies

access management, governance, data
security and network design. They then
planned and provisioned Amazon Elastic
Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) instances
to accelerate the client’s computing
capacity and Dedicated Host reservations
to meet compliance requirements.

Nicolas Pampilli
Crayon

However, despite the positive outcome of
the PoC from Crayon, conversations about
the project were stalled as Kudu was in
the process of being acquired by another
organization at the time.
“We were told that while they were very
pleased with our PoC, their new parent
organization preferred to move forward
with a different solution partner instead,”
he said. “However, six months later the
customer reached out to us once again as
they were dissatisfied with how the project
was implemented by the other partner.”
Crayon was tasked with assessing,
implementing and migrating the
customer’s current on-premises data
center and hosted deployments to
a modernized cloud platform. The
company’s highly skilled team worked
closely with Kudu in integrating AWS’s
cloud capabilities into their environment
and building an enterprise-scale
environment on AWS.
The team kick-started the project by
establishing an AWS Landing Zone for
Kudu, which served as the baseline for its
multi-account architecture, identity and

Crayon implemented the whole breadth
and depth of AWS innovations across
the customer’s IAM, networking, storage,
and backup systems. The company
also provided Kudu with a robust
monitoring solution by deploying Amazon
CloudWatch, ensuring that they have a
unified view of the resources, applications
and services that run on AWS.
The Crayon team went above and beyond
by providing expertise and support in
migrating the customer’s non-AWS
workloads such as the Aloha Cloud and
Oracle E-Business Suite. “As a solutions
provider, we made sure to take out the
complexities in the shift to the AWS
environment. At the same time, we wanted
them to have full visibility and knowledge
of every stage of the implementation so
they can also gain ample understanding
of how they can get the most out of every
solution,” said Allaham.
Nicolas Pampilli, Director for AWS Strategic
Alliance, Crayon, said, “Crayon built a strong
reputation worldwide and in the Middle East
& Africa for our unique expertise in software
and cloud economics and cloud migration
with every global cloud hyperscaler.
The market offerings in the region keep
increasing to address strong customer
demand to innovate with new technologies
and disruptive business models from the

GET IN TOUCH AT

+971 4 367 1233
or email us at
info@crayonme.com
Know more:

Website:
www.crayon.com/ae/

cloud. We keep investing a lot in our people
at Crayon to enrich our vendor agnostic
approach supported by strong suite of
managed services to build customized
technology roadmap that will enable the
digital transformation of our clients. Today,
we pride ourselves on having unparalleled
proficiency in AWS’s entire portfolio.
Moreover, we are immensely proud to have
experts like Tarek who can help customers
successfully tap into AWS’s technologies.”
Through the migration, Kudu was able
to enjoy numerous benefits including
cost savings, higher productivity and
innovation, reduced IT complexities,
optimization of internal operations and
increased business agility.
“They also gained new technical
capabilities through the AWS training
and with their new cloud-powered
environment they are now able to further
scale the business to meet market and
geographic demands, and improve
customer experiences,” said Allaham.

ABOUT CRAYON
Crayon is a customer-centric innovation and IT services company. We provide guidance on the
best solutions for our clients’ business needs and budget with software, cloud, AI, and big data.
Headquartered in Oslo, Norway, Crayon has over 3,200 employees across nearly 40 countries.

BUSINESS VALUE
Enjoyed
modernized IT
environment

Reduction of
vendor and
technical
complexities

Increased
business
agility

Improved
technical
capabilities
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KeplerWorx

LEVERAGING
THE POWER
OF CLOUD
Naveed Rahman, CEO, KeplerWorx, discusses how cloudbased enterprise software company, NEXSYS-ONE, scaled
its application to become globally available, while also
optimizing costs and reducing application load time.

ABOUT THE CUSTOMER

NEXSYS-ONE

INDUSTRY

SOFTWARE AND
INTERNET
NEXSYS-ONE is a global leader
in cloud-based enterprise
software that has been
extensively used around the
world since 2001 across 51
countries, to manage the
deployments and maintenance
of
nationwide
telecom
networks.

C

loud-based
enterprise
software
company,
NEXSYS-ONE,
wanted
to significantly improve
its offering for its global
customer base, enhancing its page
load times and accessibility of services.
Currently operating across 51 countries
worldwide, the company focuses
on managing the deployments and
maintenance of nationwide telecom
networks. In providing software access
to its customers, the company owns
both production and test environments
on Amazon Web Services (AWS),
and the team sought a partner who
could monitor and manage the AWS
environments around the clock, while
ensuring comprehensive security and
optimizing costs where possible.
During the partner selection process,
Dubai-based KeplerWorx impressed
the selection team with its AWS
certifications and customer launches.
It is also listed as an AWS Advanced
Consulting Partner, while also being
part of four partner programs. The
company’s round-the-clock customer
support model, along with its advanced

Naveed Rahman
KeplerWorx

This implementation
offered a seamless
customer experience,
with faster page load
times and enhanced
availability of the
application.”
cloud knowledge, was a decisive factor
in NEXSYS-ONE’s decision.
Once the project kicked off, the
KeplerWorx team set to work on
addressing the various challenges that
NEXSYS-ONE was facing. Among the
requirements laid out in the project

CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS
To scale up the application
to meet global demands
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To reduce application
load times

To optimize costs and
resources where possible

scope, the team focused on improving
scalability, reducing page load times,
rectifying cache issues and amending
improper content delivery network
(CDN) implementation.
“Ensuring
that
the
CDN
was
implemented properly was a key
focus within this project,” said Naveed
Rahman, CEO, KeplerWorx. “When
CDN is not implemented properly, an
application that is accessed through a
browser will not load in a timely manner,
leading to poor end-user experience,
and often complaints from customers.”
To rectify the issue, KeplerWorx’s cloud
gurus performed a thorough audit of the
customer’s application and architected
a solution that reduced the time to load
for end users. “We opted for Amazon
CloudFront, which is a web service
that speeds up the distribution of static
and dynamic web content,” explained
Rahman. “Users get lower latency – the
time it takes to load the first byte of the
file – and faster data transfer.”
In addition, due to NEXSYS-ONE needing
to scale its application to reach its global
customer base across 51 countries, the
team implemented AWS Auto Scaling to
enable optimal application performance
and availability – even when workloads are
periodic, unpredictable, or continuously
changing. “This implementation offered
a seamless customer experience, with

enhanced availability of the application,”
added Rahman.

GET IN TOUCH AT

+971 58 160 9941
The KeplerWorx team also opted for
an innovative continuous integration
and continuous deployment (CI/CD)
pipeline as part of the project. CI/
CD pipelines are a practice focused
on improving software delivery
throughout the software development
life cycle via automation.

or email us at
info@keplerworx.com

Through implementing AWS CodePipeline,
NEXSYS-ONE was able to enjoy several
benefits, such as rapid delivery of software
releases, a configurable workflow, and
easy integration. “An added bonus for this
implementation was that it was quick to
install, thanks to no servers being there to
provision or set-up,” said Rahman. “This is
due to the fact that AWS CodePipeline is a
fully managed continuous delivery service
that connects to existing tools and systems.”

Website:
www.keplerworx.com

It took the KeplerWorx team four
months to complete the project, while
offering round-the-clock support from
across the globe to cater to support
requests. “The main benefits that the
customer has seen cover the key focus
areas for this project – scalability,
faster application load times, and cost
optimization,” said Rahman. “Scalability
was a huge priority for the customer,
and we have successfully managed to
meet the demand almost immediately
and, most importantly, ensure that the

Know more:

application continued to operate at
peak efficiency.”
Khurram Ali, Technical Architect at
NEXSYS-ONE, said, “The system scaled
up to meet demand immediately and,
most importantly, our application
continued to operate at peak efficiency.
We’ve had zero downtime and much
faster
application
performance.
KeplerWorx’s
team
keeps
our
environment operational at our most
critical times. At the end of the day, I need
to be concerned with what my team can
do to better serve our customers instead
of worrying about database stability
or application latency. KeplerWorx has
afforded us that confidence and peace
of mind with prompt ticket response and
overall resolution of issues.”

ABOUT KEPLERWORX
KeplerWorx is a cloud tech company offering cloud solutions and services based in Dubai,
UAE, with additional offices in UK, US, and India. Working with financial services institutions and
other industries, KeplerWorx is delivering cloud services (strategy, audit, migration, assessment,
DevOps, Big Data, AI, ML, Cloud Disaster Recovery, containers and Kubernetes architecture,
automation, infrastructure as code) through KeplerWorx Consulting, managed services through
KeplerWorx Operations, and AWS Marketplace private offers through KeplerWorx Transact, to
help clients focus on key DevOps areas and to enable an automated and cost-efficient cloud journey.

BUSINESS VALUE
Scaled application to make
it accessible in 51 countries

Optimized costs
through KeplerWorx
DevOps

Enjoyed 24/7 support
throughout from
KeplerWorx’s global team
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KUWAITNET

KNOWLEDGE
IS POWER
Anas Homaidani, Chief Commercial Officer, KUWAITNET,
discusses how The Public Authority for Applied Education and
Training (PAAET) set out to move its legacy learning management
system to the cloud, while reducing capital expenditure and
retaining performance, security and reliability of its platform.
ABOUT THE CUSTOMER

PUBLIC AUTHORITY
FOR APPLIED
EDUCATION AND
TRAINING (PAAET)

T

he Public Authority for
Applied Education and
Training (PAAET) sought to
move its legacy learning
management system to the
cloud. The project set out with a goal
to reduce capital expenditure, minimize
administrative cost and support, and
retain performance, security, and
reliability requirements in accordance
with demands.

INDUSTRY

EDUCATION
The Public Authority for
Applied Education and Training
(PAAET) was established in
1982 with the objective to
oversee and incorporate the
various educational facilities
that had been created to fill
the need for technical and
vocational
education
and
training in Kuwait. It set out
to provide a researchable,
investable, trainable, cultural
medium that interacts with
sustainable
developments,
to transform Kuwait into a
financial and commercial hub,
achieving optimal utilization of
resources and abilities.

Anas Homaidani
KUWAITNET

We placed a priority
on safeguarding data,
ensuring platform
content integrity
at scale, as well
as deploying SSL/
TLS certificates for
compliance fulfilment.”

The authority faced a troubling
scenario where the LMS application,
Moodle, experienced high traffic
rates as exams and other curricular
activities were carried out via the app.
This was further heightened during
the COVID-19 pandemic, and resulted
in system degradation of their onpremises infrastructure. To mitigate
these challenges, the PAAET sought
the expertise of IT solutions provider,
KUWAITNET. Together, the pair worked
to architect a scalable, ideal, and reliable
solution with minimal cost.

(AWS) Cloud platform. The platform
was resiliently built on fundamentals of
security, scalability, and reliability.

As a trusted AWS Advanced Consulting
Partner, KUWAITNET served the PAAET
with an optimal solution to design,
architect and migrate their application
and database to the Amazon Web Services

“The goal of the project was to migrate
the Moodle application and perform
heterogeneous migration of the existing
database on MS SQL, to the Amazon
Aurora MySQL database,” explained

CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS
To resolve
performance
issues while
fetching data
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To increase
capabilities to
handle sudden
traffic spikes

To reduce
costly
licencing fees

To upgrade
infrastructure
to a cloudbased platform

Stevan Colaco
KUWAITNET

Stevan Colaco, Manager, Pre Sales,
KUWAITNET. “To close any gaps and
ensure comprehensive addressing and
mapping of requirements, we began
by conducting a preliminary analysis of
the existing environment. This placed a
priority on safeguarding data, ensuring
platform content integrity at scale, as
well as deploying SSL/TLS certificates for
compliance fulfilment.”
The KUWAITNET team then set out
to build a complete cloud-based
infrastructure to support existing
infrastructure and dependencies, in
addition to meeting the availability and
scalability requirements. As part of the
solution, auto-scaling mechanisms
were put into place to emphasise
elasticity capabilities. “The application
load balancer receives traffic and load
balances it to multiple backend Web
Servers distributed across multiple AZs
and the auto-scaling group to handle
the traffic spikes,” explained Colaco.

In addition, to illustrate the powerful
economic
value,
cost-modelling
schemas were built-in for monitoring
usage periods to ensure the ideal
provisioning of resources during peak
hours. “The Pay-As-You-Go model
pricing model was adopted to gauge
the usage pattern and to baseline the
infrastructure requirements,” added
Anas Homaidani, Chief Commercial
Officer, KUWAITNET. “Once the baseline
infrastructure is identified, the next
step is to reserve the baseline capacity
requirements to optimize the cost.”
To address the PAAET’s challenge in
facing performance issues while fetching
data, KUWAITNET laid out a plan for the
heterogeneous migration of the MS SQL
database to Aurora MySQL. The team had
to first create a temporary RDS MySQL with
the version supported by PAAET’s existing
installed Moodle application, before using
AWS Database Migration Service (DMS) to
migrate the on-premises MS SQL database
to the EC2 MS SQL. Then, it was migrated
into the temporary RDS MySQL, before
being converted to Aurora MySQL.
“This has led to a number of benefits for
the PAAET - including seeing a significant
improvement in overall performance of
the database, while also reducing the
authority’s operational costs drastically,”
said Homaidani.
After successfully migrating the PAAET’s
on-premise Moodle application to
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www.kuwaitnet.com

AWS Cloud, the authority now enjoys
an auto-scaling infrastructure, and has
the ability to handle 25,000 concurrent
users - ridding the application of
performance issues previously seen
during the pandemic. Through close
monitoring of the environment via
Amazon CloudWatch, and the adoption
of a pay-as-you-go pricing model, the
authority can easily stop or downgrade
during vacation, which results in
optimized costs and resource allocation.
Commenting on the success of the
partnership, Homaidani said, “Our
exposure to a wealth of resources and
programs made us the ideal driving force
for enabling customer success at every
step of the process. Our AWS certified
professionals are well-versed in cloud
architecture design and deployment
best practices.”

ABOUT KUWAITNET
KUWAITNET was incorporated in 1997 with the primary goal of offering competitive and outstanding
professional IT solutions to fulfill the local demand with the rise of the Internet. With modest
beginnings as a web hosting company, KUWAITNET has grown to provide complete IT solutions
including, but not limited to, dedicated servers, network consulting and planning, and customized
development solutions.

BUSINESS VALUE
Significant
improvement
in overall
performance

Handled
25,000
concurrent
users

Adopted a
pay-as-you-go
pricing model to
optimize costs

Migrated to a
cloud-based
infrastructure
that auto-scales
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Seidor MENA

NETWORK OF
INNOVATIONS
Ignacio Ruiz de Eguilaz, Managing Director, Seidor MENA, sheds
light on how BNET leveraged SAP S/4 HANA on AWS Cloud to
take Bahrain’s fiber infrastructure network to the next level.

ABOUT THE CUSTOMER

BNET

INDUSTRY

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Bahrain
Network
B.S.C
© (BNET) is the national
broadband
network
responsible for the design,
construction and operation
of
Fiber
infrastructure.
The company’s launch in
October 2019 was key part
of Bahrain’s 4th National
Telecommunication
Plan
(NTP4), which was set up to
accelerate the growth and
economic
diversification
of the telecommunication
sector and rolling out a fiber
optic network to 100% of
all businesses and 95% of
all households across the
Kingdom of Bahrain, in an
effort to ensure countrywide access to affordable,
reliable and secure Fiber
broadband services.

I

n 2016, Bahrain’s Cabinet of Ministers
approved the Fourth National
Telecommunications Plan (NTP),
a plan that included a key target to
develop the country’s high-speed
broadband services infrastructure and
fostering healthy competition, among
other things. As a result of the NTP4,
Bahrain Network B.S.C © (BNET) was
launched and tasked to oversee the
development and operations of the
Kingdom’s national fiber broadband
network infrastructure.
BNET’s mission to enable a smart and
connected Kingdom by providing
accessible and reliable fiber connectivity
with fair and reasonable prices made
building its IT systems on the cloud an
obvious choice.
BNET selected Amazon Web Services
(AWS) as its cloud provider. The
company leveraged AWS’s innovations
to build a new IT environment for its
BSS and OSS applications that power
the national fiber network.
BNET was able to increase the capacity of
the services it delivers to its customers, and
by extension to over one million potential
end-users of fiber broadband services,
with the application of AWS’s flexible and
reliable services. AWS’s solutions support
BNET’s efforts to ensure users across the
Kingdom have consistent and dependable
access to high-speed connectivity.
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With the right
technology as the
enabler, Seidor is a
trusted advisor to
empower organizations
shift to an operating
model optimized for
innovation freeing up
resources to focus on
innovation for customers
and simplify the process
of migrating apps and
workloads to the cloud.”
Ammar AlAamer, Director of Digital
Operations at BNET, said, “A year after the
AWS implementation, we sought to take
Bahrain’s fiber infrastructure network to the
next level with solutions that will enable us
to gain full visibility, flexibility and real-time
network insights across operations, as well
as optimize business processes and ensure
first-rate customer experiences.”

CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS
To support
business
innovation
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To enhance
fiber network
services

To ensure
first-rate
customer
experiences

To effectively
manage
human capital
development

process automation, data analytics, and
the flexibility of cloud-based solutions,”
explained Ignacio Ruiz de Eguilaz,
Managing Director, Seidor MENA.
Juan Carlos Carracedo, SAP Head of
Practice, Seidor MENA, said, “SAP S4/HANA
provided BNET with full visibility on their
signal towers, network hubs, and fixed-line
broadband and phone networks.”

Ammar AlAamer
BNET

After meticulous research and in
accordance with detailed technical criteria,
BNET tapped SAP as its technology partner
to implement an Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) solution that runs on the
AWS cloud data center in Bahrain.
BNET chose with Seidor MENA, an
SAP Platinum partner, for the project
implementation due to its vast
experience and its understanding of the
company’s requirements.

In line with the project, the systems
integrator provided BNET with endto-end infrastructure and application
managed services in the cloud with 24x7
system availability. The implementation
allowed them to optimize costs, deliver
higher-availability services and support
business innovation. It also gave them
the capability to easily scale their analytics
systems in the future.

With a strong presence in the region,
Seidor MENA is a technology consulting
firm that offers a wide portfolio of ICT
solutions and services across multiple
industries. As an Advanced Consulting
Partner in the AWS Partner Network (APN),
the company is well-adept in enabling
organizations fully realize all the benefits
of SAP in the AWS Cloud.

“Supporting innovation in organizations
requires a technology platform that allows
for agile development, rapid deployment,
and unlimited scale. With the right
technology as the enabler, Seidor is a
trusted advisor to empower organizations
shift to an operating model optimized for
innovation freeing up resources to focus
on enhancing experiences for customers
and simplifying the process of migrating
apps and workloads to the cloud,” said
Ruiz de Eguilaz.

Seidor MENA supported BNET for the
successful deployment of SAP’s S4/HANA
real-time business suite. “We ensured
the solution’s compatibility with the
company’s requirements specifically in
areas focused on artificial intelligence,

BNET’s AlAamer said that “by embracing
today’s most innovative technologies
and with the support of industry leaders
such as AWS, SAP and Seidor MENA,
BNET is ideally-positioned to deliver
next-generation services that support

GET IN TOUCH AT

+971 4 375 5553
or email us at
kay.akramova@seidor.com
Know more:

Website:
www.seidor.com/en-ae

business innovation, consumer happiness,
and diversified economic growth in the
Kingdom of Bahrain.”
BNET also adopted SAP SuccessFactors,
another cloud-based solution built on
AWS, to support its talent strategy. This
implementation is in line with BNET’s
commitment to contribute to Bahrain’s
Vision 2030 and support its ambitions to
attract and develop specialised national
talent in the telecom field. Seidor MENA
will provide ongoing support to ensure
the availability and performance of the
SAP platforms.
“We are proud to be a part of BNET’s
digital transformation journey. BNET’s
mission to enhance digital experiences for
businesses and consumers in the Kingdom
is instrumental in achieving Bahrain’s Vision
2030. Together with SAP and AWS, we are
confident that we can further empower
BNET to achieve their strategic goals,” said
Ruiz de Eguilaz.

ABOUT SEIDOR MENA
Seidor Middle East & North Africa is SAP’s Platinum Partner that provides end-to-end SAP
solutions. It brings together a thirty years heritage of providing local, regional, and global
information and communications technology solutions across multiple industries. Seidor
MENA designs, implements, manages and trains technology solutions across various
industries with particular focus on the region with offices in UAE and KSA.

BUSINESS VALUE
Gained full
visibility and
real-time network
insights across
operations

Optimized
costs

Delivered
higheravailability
services

Offered
enhanced digital
experiences for
businesses and
consumers
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Redington Value

TRACKMYCLOUD
BY REDINGTON
Redington Value’s TrackMyCloud observes an accelerated
adoption, equipping customers and partners alike with
exclusive capabilities to make cloud management effortless.

R

egional value-added distribution
leader Redington Value’s
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
offering TrackMyCloud has
seen an increased rate
of adoption since its inception two
years ago.
Customers have been able to reign in
on their costs and managed services
partners have leveraged TrackMyCloud
to manage large client portfolios as
well as be true consultants to help
customers navigate the new digitalled future. The intelligent cloud
management platform helps customers
and partners alike manage complex
multi-cloud environments.
Over the past couple of years, defined
by the consequences of the pandemic,
most regional organizations have
experienced the benefits of embracing
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cloud migration and understand how
critical it is for business continuity.
Redington’s SaaS platform caters to
these accelerated cloud transformation
demands emerging from the market.
Built on different modules – Cloud Visibility,
and Governance & Reporting – form the
foundation layers for TrackMyCloud.
Dharshana K, Senior Vice President,
Redington
Value,
says,
“These
two modules act as the core for
TrackMyCloud. It includes dashboards,
alerts, insights on how you are
interacting with your cloud landscape.
Reporting offers the power to
make sense of data and understand
consumption and spending patterns
– what is in the environment, what is
the exact inventory, how much is the
data transfer, are there hidden costs,
and so on.

“Getting the visibility alone is usually a
challenge, but TrackMyCloud ensures
the right level of visibility customizable
for the right grade of people. This greatly
enables different teams to achieve
business outcomes seamlessly.”
The next module – Cost Optimization
– helps customers act on all the
information garnered from the first
two modules.
According to Dharshana, because it is
integrated with intelligence, this module
allows customers to prioritize on specific
areas to help bring down the costs.
Cost Optimization module alone runs
on a four-step framework – wastages,
right sizing, scheduling, and Reserved
Instances (RI) recommendations.
“While the first three are clear, RI
recommendations allows you to take a

standardized and tagged to the right
geographies and teams internally.”

GET IN TOUCH AT
trackmycloud@redingtongulf.com

Dharshana K
Senior Vice President,
Redington Value

Partners can
customize the
services offering
for their customers,
which can include
security-as-a-service,
optimization-as-aservice, managed
services and so
on. They have the
freedom and flexibility
to offer customers
any module as they
need it.”
longer-term commitment to bring down
your costs because those are predictable
workloads,” he explains.
Cost Allocation or Cost Tagging is the
fourth module – here customers can
easily identify which team is using what
tool or resource.
“Cost
Tagging
essentially
helps
customers figure out spending across
different business units. It also helps
customers recognize the resources
they are using and ensure they are

Security and Health comprise the
fifth module of TrackMyCloud, giving
customers a comprehensive visibility
of all their security gaps. It also offers
insights on what areas need to be
improved if the company is not 100%
compliant on certain regulations.

Know more:

The sixth module is Cloud Automation,
automating
repetitive
tasks
and
minimizing human errors.
Dharshana says, “As an advanced
partner for Amazon Web Services (AWS),
Redington’s TrackMyCloud with all its
unique advantages is an innovative
SaaS platform for customers as well as
our partners in the region. Our channel
ecosystem can easily optimize and
capitalize on TrackMyCloud to grow
their business.
“Partners can customize the services
offering for their customers, which
can
include
security-as-a-service,
optimization-as-a-service,
managed
services and so on. They have the
freedom and flexibility to offer customers
any module as they need it.”
Most partners work with hyperscalers –
the likes of AWS, Microsoft, and Google
Cloud among others. However, regional
channel partners generally only resell
the services from these companies as
often, they don’t have the capabilities to
add their own services.
“Identifying a genuine gap in the market
in terms of skills, product features and

pricing point of view, our world-class
and competitively priced platform
helps partners extend their value-added
services for customers. Partners rely on
the platform as it works together with
the hyperscalers and is connected to
APIs, offering a real-time view of cloud
services being consumed,” he adds.
Dharshana reiterates that TrackMyCloud
allows partners to enhance their
profitability by providing new custom
offerings in addition to services from
hyperscalers and take their businesses
to new levels.
“Over the next few months, the market will
see us bringing in a lot more investments
and innovations to ensure partners
help customers get the best results. At
Redington, we are always looking to
innovate and find mutually beneficially
initiatives that also empower partners
to scale operations and grow their
capabilities,” Dharshana concluded.

ABOUT REDINGTON VALUE
Redington is an AWS Advanced Consulting Partner and Value Added Distributor in MEA, part of 4 Partner Programs,
20+ AWS Certifications and about 5 Customer Launches.
Redington Value is the Value-Added Distribution division of Redington Gulf, the largest distributor of IT products
in Middle East and Africa. The business model is purely channel oriented and empowering channel partners with
technology through trainings and joint engagement is at the core. These solutions span across technology domains
such as Networking, Voice, Servers, Storage, Software, Security and Infrastructure and emerging technology
brackets such as Hyper convergence, Cloud Computing and Big Data Analytics. Redington continues to be a
pioneer in understanding, helping and assisting partners and customers to digitally transform themselves by
leveraging Cloud technologies. With over 60 vendor relationships in various parts of Middle East and Africa we
ensure that all the requirements of the channel are met under one-roof.
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